Formation of a vacuum like domain of the strong-interaction chiral condensate misaligned with respect to the electroweak symmetry breaking arguably modifies the mass spectrum of electroweak gauge bosons and their interactions in that domain in an observable manner. In particular, photon acquires the mass m γ ∼ 1 2 f π sin 2θ W .
General idea of the vacuum engineering [1] finds its explicit realization in the concept of the disordered chiral condensate (DCC) suggested to form in the high-energy hadronic or nuclear collisions [2] . The experimental signals discussed in the literature for its manifestation are very interesting: (1) Perhaps the most robust would be the observation of the anomalous isospin distribution of pions in the DCC decay [3] P (r) = 1/2 √ r
where r = n π 0 /(n π 0 + n π + + n π − ). (2) There should also be observable effects in processes involving both strong and electromagnetic interactions. In particular, the dilepton decays of the hadronic resonances in DCC would exhibit distinguished properties [4] .
In this paper we analyze the influence of the misaligned vacuum-like DCC on the electroweak gauge-boson mass spectrum. In the standard world the effect of the chirally noninvariant QCD vacuum upon the W and Z boson masses is known [5] and almost entirely ignored as unobservable [6] . We believe that the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) pions of DCC "skrewed" with respect to the electroweak symmetry breaking influence the electroweak gauge-boson mass spectrum in DCC in an observable manner.
In the standard model the electroweak gauge bosons W ± and Z acquire masses primarily by absorbing three NG bosons contained in the complex Higgs doublet which is supposed to condense in the electroweak vacuum with v ∼ =246GeV :
There is, however, yet another contribution to m W and m Z . It is due to pions [5] by virtue of nonzero matrix elements of the electroweak quark currents between the strong vacuum and three NG massless pions of spontaneously broken global SU(2) L × SU(2) R symmetry of strong interactions (f π ∼ = 92.4MeV ):
As a result,
Absorbed by W and Z to become their longitudinal polarization components are thus the linear combinations of the Higgs NG bosons θ i and the QCD pions (f π / v 2 + f 2 π ∼ 4.10 −4 ):
Physical pions which remain in the spectrum are the states orthogonal to (3):
They are predominantly the QCD pions with a tiny admixture of the Higgses. To the best of our knowledge there is as yet no experimentally feasible possibility to distinguish the two contributions [6] .
The concept of DCC offers new possibilities: We perform the general chiral rotation
and take the matrix elements (2) of L int . They correspond to a simple effective London Lagrangian
where the matrix L equals
The gauge-boson mass matrix equals [7] the minus residue at the simple massless pole of the transverse gauge-boson polarization tensor
Calculating explicitly its longitudial part using the London Lagrangian (6) (the g µν term follows by transversality), we obtain the gauge-boson mass matrix due to DCC in the basis
It follows from (7) The full electroweak gauge-boson mass matrix in the same basis has the form We point out that a very similar picture emerges if, besides the standard electroweak symmetry breaking sector (and the correctly oriented QCD chiral condensate) new Higgs fields are added which mimic a superconducting domain [8] .
For an illustration we specify the general chiral rotation in such a way that the resulting DCC condensate generates "only" the Z−γ mixing. Also such a possibility was contemplated in the superconducting scenario [9] . Taking first
we further specify the rotation by taking θ 3 = 0, θ = π/2. As a result the charged W ± gauge bosons acquire the mass m 
The mass eigenstates
have their corresponding masses given as 
It is convenient to express the standard Z and A as mixtures of the corresponding DCC mass eigenstates:
in which the mixings can be expressed in terms of the measurable quantities θ W , f π , m Z and e. Not surprisingly the relation (8) implies
The "electromagnetic" interaction of the charged leptons and the neutral-current interaction of leptons in DCC expressed in terms of Z µ DCC and A µ DCC using (9) yield the total width of the massive DCC photon approximately
The mass m A DCC = f π sinθ W cosθ W ∼ = 38MeV determines the minimal spatial size L of the vacuum-like domain in which the modification of the electroweak gauge-boson mass spectrum is justified: L > 5f m.
Important question whether the results of a simple calculation presented here apply to any conceivable experimental situation remains unanswered at present. Feasibility of the formation of the baked Alaska in high-energy hadron or heavy-ion collisions which according to our understanding would be suitable for applying present calculation, is being analyzed both theoretically [2] and experimentally [10] with unconclusive results. Be it as it may, we believe that the experiments dedicated to reveal DCC in baked Alaska are those which at the same time might reveal the QCD contribution to the electroweak gauge-boson masses.
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